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With the development of city and industry, people’s life level got improved as well 
as promoted on life structure. But at the same time we have to face the problems like 
more and more crowded streets, polluted environment, and ecological deterioration. 
Suburb tourism has been developed under this background. Due to the comparatively late 
development, for the benefits purchase, local governments and agencies fall into the 
blind state. At the same time, serials problems occurred in suburb tourism such as the 
sustainable development of it was not enough. So it is essential to alleviate the burdens 
came from tourism development for tourism environmental protection. The best method 
to fulfill this goal is to promote the structure of suburb tourism space, how to avoid the 
bad side competition on space and improve the suburb tourism.  
This thesis is divided into 6 chapters. Chapter 1 is talk about the significance of this 
topic; in chapter 2 ,the author describes the related fundamental theoretical and the 
method and relative papers ; Chapter 3 is mainly focus on key definitions like city suburb, 
suburb tourism, and suburb space structure based on the other expert’s study. And 
concluded “three systems and five elements ”for the promotion of suburb space structure 
of tourism; Chapter 4 is about how to promoted the model of suburb space structure of 
tourism based on city tourism supply systems, suburb tourism need systems and suburb 
transportation system; Chapter 5 of course is cased on Wenzhou’s detailed problems like 
what is the mail questions of tourism development’s suburb space structure and which 
limit that; Last but not least Chapter 6summarized the whole thesis. And also mentioned 
about the future direction of study this topic ect.     
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条件。我国城镇居民的恩格尔系数从 2000 年以后已降到了 40%以下，2007 年平均
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游局推出以“吃农家饭、住农家院、做农家活、看农家景”、与大自然亲近的“华





















旅游者 1.78 亿人次，其中过夜旅游者（仅限于住在宾馆饭店和旅馆招待所）为 4269
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